Abstract. In this work, we present a programming paradigm allowing the control of swarms with a minimum communication bandwidth in a simple manner, yet allowing the emergence of diverse complex behaviors and autonomy of the swarm. Communication in the proposed paradigm is based on single bit "ping"-signals propagating as information-waves throughout the swarm. We show that even this minimum bandwidth communication between agents suffices for the design of a substantial set of behaviors in the domain of essential behaviors of a collective, including locomotion and self awareness of the swarm.
Introduction
Throughout the past decades, numerous natural behaviors of various organisms have been examined [4, 15, 2, 7] , recreated [5] and used for solving problems in engineered systems [14] . Natural systems seem to rely on simple rules but yet organize decentrally with hundreds, thousands or even millions of individual entities [8] constituting a swarm. The ability of natural swarms to undertake complex endeavours [16] is unparalleled in engineered systems.
A large variety of methods and control schemes were able to produce extraordinary behaviors with respect to self organizing and controlling groups of entities. In the pioneering work of Craig Reynolds from 1999 he introduced Reynolds' boids [12] which exhibit self organization. The approach stands out with its simplicity and thus applicability to large swarms. The behavioral abilities of the agents however are limited to mainly the manoeuvring of swarms.
In [1] several approaches for self assembly and -organization of robots are conceptualized and implemented. Most behaviors presented in the area of amorphous computing utilize the propagation of a gradient similar to diffusion of chemical gradients in nature. Agents known as "anchor" agents initiate the transmission of the gradient and this gradient is then propagated throughout the swarm. Based on this decentralized approach, complex shapes were able to be produced by a swarm of kilobots [13] .
Very recently, researchers developed a swarm of robots referred to as "zooids" [9] enabling the user to interact with a swarm of robots through simple gestures. The authors achieved a responsive swarm using an external projector for tracking the robots position, assigning a goal position for each individual robot and then utilizing classical motion control strategies like Proportional-Integral-Derivative(PID) control to move the agents precisely from the start position to the goal position. While the programmer has control of the precise movements of the swarms members, the presence of a higher organizational entity is inherently necessary and thus depicts a classical example of top down control.
Additionally, there are numerous approaches from the field of self propelled particles where swarms exhibit small numbers of behaviors based on simple sets of equations [6] . One recent example of such an approach striking with simplicity is swarmallators [10] where the authors introduce the idea of a swarm constituting of entities with internal oscillators. Attractive and repulsive forces are then used in relation to the phase shift of the oscillators for generating a range of collective behaviors. This concept is highly innovative and novel, however the agents are limited in their collective abilities.
In contrast to existing approaches for swarm control, the paradigm we present in this work allows not only maneuvering of the swarm but also higher level self organization. Instead of complex messages or encoded signals solely one-bit communication suffices for the presented behaviors and lastly, it allows the design of both top-down control and autonomous swarms. Based on previous work [19] , in this paper we give an intuitive understanding of how to develop and design basic behavioral building blocks, to which we will refer to as "primitives". Since each individual application of swarm control requires a specific set of behavioral abilities, depending on the swarm members' abilities, their environmental conditions and their tasks the primitives have to be constructed or adjusted in a fitting manner. Primitives serve as a basis for a meta control scheme and can be combined in various ways in order to produce complex collective behaviors. Ultimately, the reader will be enabled to design primitives and thus construct a meta control scheme for a swarm.
The paper is structured as follows: First we present the basic concept of the paradigm and the communication mechanism of the individual agents. Secondly we introduce a set of primitives which are here classified into three categories: internal organization, self awareness and locomotion. Then we discuss and present possible methods for combining primitives and resulting complex behaviors.
WOSPP -Wave Oriented Swarm Programming Paradigm
Communication within the Wave Oriented Swarm Programming Paradigm (WOSPP) is based on waves of information propagating through a swarm. Every agent within a swarm has the ability of sending and receiving information signals which we will refer to as pings. In addition to receiving pings, an agent is also able to detect the direction of the incoming ping. For all primitives presented, we solely consider 1-bit communication for the sake of generality and simplicity. The perception or communication range is fixed and chosen such that agents are able to communicate only with close neighbors. An example of ping waves propagating through the swarm is shown in figure 1 , where agents are shown as dots with the color denoting their state. Black denotes an inactive state, the agents are receptive to incoming signals. Red denotes an active state meaning agents send a ping and optionally execute some action. Green denotes a refractory state where the agents are non receptive to incoming communication. The refractory state prevents agents from constant broadcasting and flooding the swarm with pings, thus enabling distinct ping waves propagating through the system. Please note that this color code will not be used for all figures but instead be individually defined in each figure. All agents are equipped with an internal timer with a cycle length t p and by default are in the inactive state. An agent will be triggered into the active state by an incoming ping or when its internal timer counts out. From the active state after an agent broadcasted a ping and optionally executed a certain action it transitions into the refractory state. The conceptual operating structure of the agents is illustrated in Figure 2 .
This communication method is strongly inspired by biological systems. The relaying of "scroll waves" of information combined with refractory periods can be observed in slime mould [17] . An individual slime mould cell secretes cyclic adenosine monophosphate as chemical signal, thus allowing the de-central organization into a super organism with neighbouring cells.
The concept of internal timers is drawn from the communication method of fireflies [3] where each individual periodically broadcasts a light signal. The time period with which each firefly broadcasts such signals is then adjusted in order to synchronize with its neighbours thus enabling the synchronization of the entire swarm.
Additional to the communication abilities, agents are optionally equipped with an orientation and the ability of moving along their orientation. Furthermore, we consider the agents as point particles and thus ignore collision detection within this work since it is highly specific for each individual swarm and its environmental conditions. Without loss of generality the concept presented in this paper can be adjusted and applied to a large variety of swarms.
All parameters used in this work are listed below. For generality the parameters are given in dimensionless units. In order to give an intuition of magnitude, also the typical parameter value range used in this work is given.
• The signaling reaction time s, meaning the time for an agent to react to an incoming ping, we choose to be the duration of one timestep in our numerical simulations. • The reception range r, so the distance up to which an agent perceives a signal from a nearby agent we keep constant and use as a basic unit.
• We consider swarms consisting of N ∈ {30, 250} agents.
• For primitives including motility, agents take a fixed discrete spatial step within one timestep of length d smaller than the perception range, i.e. d < r.
• The time for a signal to propagate from one end of a swarm to the far other end t ee can be approximated by the largest diameter D of the swarm in units perception range times the signaling reaction time t ee ≈ D r · s • The cycle length T is defined as the time between to initiated pings of an agent • the maximum possible cycle length t max p determines the maximum time an internal timer t p can be set to. If after a cycle the internal timer is reset to t max p , the cycle length is always T = t max p , however in some primitives the internal timer is chosen randomly and thus the cycle length may vary Since the ping signal propagates through the system, the reset is not instantaneous and some agents reset their internal timers slightly delayed. This primitive requires a maximum possible cycle length t max p significantly larger than the time it takes for a information wave to propagate from one end of the swarm to the other, i.e. t max p ≫ t ee . The swarm is then pinging quasi synchronous within a time t ≤ t ee .
Internal organization: Leader election
Agents collectively electing a leader is illustrated in Figure 4 . Initially all agents consider themselves potential leaders, shown in Figure 4 (a) in black. An agent pinging is illustrated in red and an agent not considering itself a leader anymore is green. Every agent randomly sets its timer such that it will ping at a random point within the cycle. As soon as an agent receives a ping before its timer ended it will not consider itself a candidate anymore and also deactivate its internal timer, i.e. not initiate pinging. After an agent initiated a ping it will again randomly choose a time t p to ping the next time. Figure 4 (b) and (c) show agents initiating ping waves and immediately outrivaling their surrounding agents. The refractory mode prevents two initiating agents from outrivaling each other, however more than one can be left as potential leaders, as shown in Figure 4 (d). Since every remaining candidate again chooses a random time to ping, after few "negotiation cycles" a single candidate, which then can be considered the leader, will remain, as shown in Figure 4 (e) and (f). 
Self awareness: Localize swarm center
This primitive enables each swarm member to identify the direction towards the center of the swarm, solely based on the incoming pings. We assume an approximately circular and uniformly distributed swarm. Each agent sets its internal counter t p to a random value between t p ∈ (0,t max p ], as soon as a counter reaches t p = 0 an agent will send a ping. When an agent receives a ping it stores the direction of the incoming ping and averages over all stored directions. After one cycle, ideally every agent once initiated a ping wave. Statistically, the direction from which an agent received most signals is the direction towards the center of the swarm. Figure 5 shows a swarm in its initial state and after it equilibrated where every agent's orientation is denoted by an arrow at the position of the agent in the swarm. The agents on the outside accurately point towards the center of the swarm. Agents very close to the center receive approximately the same number of pings from all directions and thus are likely to have stronger deviation from the actual direction towards the center.
Generally, the more the shape of the swarm differs from a circular and the more its density is heterogeneous, the larger we can expect the deviation of the actual center of the swarm. Since agents integrate over incoming signals, the estimate is not necessarily the physical center of the swarm, but instead the average position or center of mass. However, in case of an sparsely distributed swarm, signals will not propagate through the entire swarm (spatially heterogeneously) but are likely to propagate through paths. Agents will then point along those paths. 
Self awareness: Localize object
This primitive enables a swarm to localize an object once at least one member of the swarm has detected it. To localize an object, each agent deactivates its internal counter thus refrains from initiating pinging. Solely agent detecting an object initiates pinging. Every agent receiving a ping, records the direction of the incoming ping. A rough estimate of the direction towards the object can be obtained by taking a running average of incoming pings. Figure 6 shows the agents estimate of the rough location of the object as arrow it the position of the agent in the swarm. The red circle represents an object which can be detected by agents in the vicinity. Figure 6 (a) shows the initial (random) orientation of the agents. With increasing number of perceived pings, the estimate of direction towards the object increases in accuracy, shown in Figure 6 (b). The general concept of this primitive is comparable to the previously presented primitive "Localize swarm center". 
Data: Paradigm parameters
Result: Agent knows rough direction of an object . . Function Initiate-CodeBlock timer(t p ) ← random integer ∈ (0,t max p ]; Function Relay-CodeBlock record ping direction; current estimate ← average ping directions Algorithm 4: Code block for primitive "Localize object"
Self awareness: Estimate individual position within swarm
This primitive enables the individuals in the swarm to know whether they are at the periphery of the swarm. In this primitive, each agent sets its internal timer t p to a random value between t p ∈ (0,t max p ]. As previously explained, this will result in agents randomly pinging at random time slots and each agent relays the received pings to nearby agents. The agents then bin each of the pings received into four directions of α = 90 • each. If there is at least one empty bin with no pings received, then the agents perceives itself as being on the periphery of the swarm. The Figure  7 shows the perception of agents regarding their position in the swarm. Initially, no agents perceive that they are at the periphery of the swarm as shown by the black color of agents in Figure 7(a) . As the agents receive more pings from the surrounding agents, they are able to have a better perception of its own position within the swarm as shown in Figure 7(b) . Here, the red colored agents perceive that they are at the periphery of the swarm.
Another approach is two let the agents collect number of incoming pings per directional bin and then merge the bins such that two bins of α = 180 • arise, one with the minimum count of received pings, the other half with the maximum. For very large and dense swarms, the ratio of the two halfs will give an estimate of the radial distance to the center of the swarm. 
Locomotion: Aggregation
For letting the swarm aggregate, every agent randomly sets its internal counter t p to a random value between t p ∈ (0,t max p ]. An agent receiving a ping will, after relaying it, move a small distance towards the incoming ping. This way, gradually all agents move towards each other. Figure 8 shows a swarm aggregating in such manner. Algorithm 6: Code block for primitive "Aggregation" Figure 9 shows in blue the average root mean square distance of all agents to the center, i.e. the average position of all agents at that time. In red the same quantity averaged over 20 independent simulations is shown.
For the swarm to aggregate at a specific location, the primitive can be changed such that only agents which for example perceive stimuli, such as the presence of an object, are able to initiate pinging. This is shown in Figure 10 . The stimulus can also be an event or can be connected with a gradient. Considering agents with the ability to perceive e.g. light intensity, the agents will be able to aggregate at the brightest spot if every agent sets its internal counter to a value proportional to its perceived brightness. The agents at the brightest spots will statistically ping first. Furthermore, every agent receiving a ping will reset its counter thus allowing the agents at the brightest spot to hijack the swarm. If this process is repeated, a gradient taxis similar to [21] can be achieved. This primitive requires agents to move sufficiently slow such that the swarm gradually aggregates and does not leave single agents behind by escaping their perception range or splitting the swarm up into smaller groups.
Locomotion: Gas expansion
Gas expansion enables a swarm to physically expand uniformly while still being connected to swarm members or being able to quickly reconnect. Each agent sets its internal counter t p to a random value between t p ∈ (0,t max p ]. As soon as the internal counter reaches t p = 0 an agent sends a ping. Each agent moves away a small step from incoming pings. As soon as an agent receives no pings anymore, it does not move further away. Figure 11 shows an initially densely packed swarm expanding. Agents can then reconnect with its swarm members by moving back, in the opposite direction of the previous step, or by integrating its entire trajectory and thus finding their way back until they again perceive signals. Depending on the communication abilities of the swarm, the perception range or sensitivity can be temporarily decreased during the expansion such that afterwards the agents will again be connected.
Data: Paradigm parameters Result: Expanded swarm . . Function Initiate-CodeBlock timer(t p ) ← random integer ∈ (0,t max p ]; Function Relay-CodeBlock timer(t p ) ← t max p ; record ping direction; calculate average of incoming pings; move away from incoming ping; Algorithm 7: Code block for primitive "Gas expansion" 
Locomotion: Moving collectively
For letting the entire swarm move towards a certain direction, a single agent serves as leader. Exclusively this leader initiates pings and gradually moves in a fixed direction or along a fixed trajectory. All agents receiving pings will move towards the direction of it and thus follow the leader. This can be viewed as aggregation at a single, moving agent and is shown in Figure 12 . Which agent serves as leader can be hard-coded, i.e. arbitrarily assigned, however if this agent fails or gets removed the swarm is not able to compensate. Instead, this primitive could initially use the same election process as presented in the primitive "Leader election". 4 Combining primitives
Parallel execution
In order to combine two or more primitives in a simultaneous manner, there are various possibilities. A trivial option is to allow signals of n-bits in order to encode n primitives. In order to consistently use 1-bit communication, one can introduce fixed internal cycles and predefine an execution order. Thus, primitives can be executed one after the other and thus quasi-simultaneously. One example for the latter approach, the primitives gas expansion and aggregation at an object/along gradient can be combined. As shown in Figure 13 , instead of expanding roughly uniformly around the initial aggregated starting point (as presented in Section 3.7), the swarm detects the presence of an area of interest and exclusively spreads within this area. 
Consecutive execution / chaining
Additional to parallel execution of primitives, a functional swarm needs to be able to consecutively perform primitives. An example for consecutive execution of a chain of primitives for an autonomous swarm is a collective exploration procedure, shown in Figure 14 . The primitives are executed periodically: aggregation, leader election, moving collectively, gas expansion. In Figure 14 (a)-(b) the swarm aggregates and then determines a leader in Figure 14(c) ). This leader will choose a random direction and lead the swarm to a new location, as shown in Figure 14 (c) to (d). Then the entire swarm expands and explores the area and for example, collects data before again aggregating and restarting this procedure. 
Discussion
WOSPP enables swarms consisting of agents with limited abilities to collectively perform a large variety of complex behaviors using "scroll wave" based communication. This programming paradigm stands out by its flexibility and applicability to a large spectrum of different swarms and environments while requiring minimal communication abilities. In Section 3 we presented a set of primitives which can be utilized and combined as basic building blocks for a meta control scheme for a swarm. The combination of primitives we then gave in Section 4 as two exemplary realizations for complex behaviors of swarms. We showed that even for single-bit communication the broad set of presented behaviors can be realized following the presented paradigm. Though, many swarm systems do not have such constraints in communication, a challenging boundary case is validated as proof of its wide applicability.
Decentralized control in WOSPP allows scaling of swarms, limited primarily by the communication abilities relative to operational time scales. For the class of swarms presented in this paper the main constraint is constituted by the condition to have an internal cycle length significantly larger than the time for a signal to propagate from one end of the swarm to the other, i.e. T ≫ t ee . With this condition met the number of swarm members can be increased arbitrarily without loss of functionality.
Only a selection of primitives is shown in this work, more ideas for primitives are for instance the incorporation of statistical regularities in very large swarms. In order to divide a swarm into subgroups of defined size ratio, every agent can randomly choose to which subgroup it associates itself with, while having the ratios coupled with the probabilities of the random choice. Or considering a swarm needs to uniformly fan out for exploring a large area, agents can localize the swarm center and then move in the opposite direction, resulting in a swarm to radially disperse. The spectrum of swarm behaviors can be varied and extended much further and to a variety of systems, of course depending on the needs and tasks and creativity of the programmer/developer. Consequently, the paradigm is applicable not only to swarms, but yields great potential in network system such as sensor networks, internet of things etc. due to structural similarities in signal/information propagation throughout the system. In those examples presumably the main focus will be on "internal organization" and "self awareness" primitives.
It is worth noting that we showed only the extreme case, the restriction to singlebit communication, in order to show that it works even then. Though many systems do not have such constraint and could thus make use of complex signals being transmitted yielding even greater versatility. One such possibility is the use of hop counts, which allows the limitation of the range up to how many agents or node a signal shall be relayed. Such an approach of multiple bit communication in swarms has already been implemented, e.g. for localization [1] and swarm shape control [13] .
Previously, an analysis has been conducted on the resilience of "scroll wave" based communication where its robustness against signal loss was examined [20] . It was shown that due to redundancy in signal pathways, a system using slime mould based communication, as used in WOSPP, can compensate up to 70% individual probability of signal loss without significant decrease in performance. This gives us great confidence in the concept behind WOSPP and the robustness of most primitives presented in this work.
However, these results are valid especially for relatively dense swarms, where agents have numerous neighbors for direct communication. For a sparse swarm of similar kind as the one considered in this work not only the resilience but also the performance of some primitives such as "Localize swarm center" would decrease in accuracy. Generally, the communication structure needs to be equivalent to at least a connected graph, every agent needs to be connected such that a signal can reach every agent. Only then a functioning communication through scroll waves can be realized. Furthermore, actuation failures etc. are yet to be examined in greater detail with respect to each primitive. However such failures strongly depend on the characteristics of a swarm and its environment and therefore would need to be examined for each swarm or class of swarms individually.
Within the framework of subCULTon [18] , individual primitives of WOSPP are already being used for swarm control of under water robots as the system is equipped with modulated blue light emitters allowing short range communication.
In the future, a WOSPP language can be developed enabling programmers and developers to combine primitives in a convenient manner and apply them as control scheme to a swarm of robots. Alternatively, a programming language for robotic swarms, called "buzz" [11] could be used for implementing the WOSPP. Apart from that, a library of primitives tailored to a basic set of swarms types can be developed and extended by the community. This will enable the programmers to easily develop quasi autonomous swarms executing fixed sequences of primitives periodically. And finally, by developing more complex primitives, e.g. for complex collective decisions, fully autonomous swarms with the ability to flexibly adapt to varying environmental conditions will be easier to design in the future.
